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Two 7.so conical.boattail homes of revolution with constant base
annuli and varying jet static-pressure ratios and with simulated turbo-
jet exhaust rocket motors were flight-tested to determine the jet inter- “
ference effects on total-drag and base-pressure coefficients,over a Mach
number range from approximateely 0.83 to 1.70. The results indicated
that for jet static-pressureratios of 1.83 to 2.402 power-on total-drag
coefficients were lower than the corresponding power-off values through-
out the test Mach number range. The lower jet static-pressure ratio
indicated less difference between power-off and power-on total-drag coef-
ficients as.well as reduced power-oribase-pressure coefficients.

IN’I!RCIDUCTION

With the penetration of modern high-speed airplanes into supersonic
flight regime, considerable interest is being directed toward the effects
that propulsive jets have on external drag of naceUes and fuselage af%er-
bodies and on the base pressures around the jet exit. Data on base pres-
sures and boattail.drag (refs. 1 to 6) have shown that power-on drag coef-
ficients may be considerably lower than the power-off drag coefficients.
The magnitude of the difference in drag coefficients depends on the
afterbody-gecketry, nozzle-design, and jet-operating conditions.

Inasmuch as there is no adequate analytical method available other
than the semiempiricaltheories for calculating or predicting base pres-
sures, the Langley Pilotless Aircrsft Research Division is currently con-
ducting f13@t tests to determine the effects of a sonic turbojet exhaust
on body base pressure and total drag at transonic and supersonic speeds.
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. The initial results, reported in
exhaust at 35,000 feet altitude.
lower jet static-pressure ratios
altitude.

.

reference 6, simulated a sonic turbojet
The present investigation utilizes
which correspond to flight at lower

Two research models with identical configuration,but with different
jet static-pressure ratios, propelled with turbojet simulators (designed
according to ref. 7) were flight-tested at Langley Pilotless Aircraft
Research Station, WaXLops Island, Va. Power-on data for model 1 covered
a Mach number range from 0.90 t~ 1.15 and Reynolds n@iber range, based
on body length, from 28.70 x 106 to 35.00 x 106,
covered a Mach numiberrange frm 1.4 to 1.70 and

from 52.25 x 106 tO 59.00 x 106.

SYMBOLS

A

a

D

g

M

P

%3

R

s

Tj

w

e

Y

c%

area, Sq ft

acceleration, ft/sec2

drag, lb

acceleration due to ~avity, ft/sec2

Mach number

static pressure, lb/ft2 abs

2

dynamic pressure, ‘~ , lb/ft2

Reynolds number based on body length

maximum cross-sectional area, ft2

thrust,
(PjAj flj )

2+1 - PoAj

weight, lb

flight-path angle, deg

ratio of specific heats

base-pressure coefficierit, m
- Po

%

while that of model 2
Reynolds number range
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cDoff
power-off drag coefficient, —

&

Tj -

%
(

Wi++ sine
power-on drag coefficient, )

on %s

c%
off

C%on

J&
power-off base drag coefficient, -

% s
AA

power-on base drag coefficient,
-cl% s

Subscripts:

o free stream

J jet exit

b base

t rocket throat

a base annulus

i instantaneous

L longitudinal

DESCRIPTION ~ MODELS

Models 1 and 2 (identical~th model 2 of ref. 6) had a ratio of
jet-to-base area of 0.7(% and differed only in jet static-pressure ratios
and power-on test Mach number range covered. Details and &bnensions of
the configurations are given in figure 1.

The parabolic nose section, coordinates of which are given in table 1,
was 26.00 inches long, and the straight cylindrical section was 28.03 inches
in length. The conical afterbody had a 7.5° boattail angle and was
10.97 inches long. Four thin 600 sweptback fins with beveled leading and
trailing edges attached to the conical afterbody were used to stabilize
the body in flight. The body total length was 65 inches for the two models
and had a fineness ratio of 10.

Figure 2 shows a cross section of a typical turbojet simulator and
listed in this figure are the throat and exit diameters of the simulators.
The technique and operation o e simulator are described in reference 7.

.- .. .——.—.— ___________ . -————— .-
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Test Techniques and Instrumentalion

The models were launched frmn a rail-type launcher at approximately
a 55° angle as shown in figure 3. Single 65-inch HVAR rocket motors
boosted each model to supersonic speeds. The turbojet simulator of
model 2 was programed to fire at a clifferent flight time from that of
model 1 in order to extend the Mach number range of the power-on phase.
The variation of Mach number with the for the present flight models is
presented in figure 4.

A four-channel telemeter which was carried in the nose of each model
continuously transmitted measurements of base static pressure, motor
static pressure, and low- and high-rsmge longituctimalaccelerometer data
to the ground receiving stations. Flight data were also obtained from
CW Doppler velocheter, NACA modified SCR 584 tracking radar, tracking
cameras, and radiosonde. These data were used to obtain total-drag coef-
ficients, ~ch number, and free-stream static pressure (by methods
described in ref. 8) as weU. as base-pressure and base drag coefficients.
Base pressures were measured at the orifice shown in figure 2.

Static firings were performed on each of the turbojet simulators
used in the fQ@t models to determine whether each unit met the speci-
fied engine parameters. Reference 7 gives methods used in determining
and sating reqyired en@ne exit parameters. A calibration curve of
jet etit static pressure pj was established from these tests as a

function of a motor-static pressure whose orifice location is as shown
in figure 2. These cUibration curves were then used along with measure-
ments of motor static pressure and free-stream static pressure to obtain
the thrust during flight.

The
pressure

TEST ACCURACY

basic accuracy of the power-off total-drag coefficients and base-
coefficients presented herein has been established by comparison

of the individual drag and base-pressure coefficient curves of five simi.-
lar models. Any deviation in drag and base-pressure coefficients which
-steal iniihese curves could have been caused by model dissimilarities
in construction and finish, and/or instrumentation errors of the CW
Doppler velocimeter, tracldng radar, telemeter, and radiosonde. The
madmum measured
%etween the five
condition.

differences of
Amila.r models

drag and base-pressure coefficietis
are tabulated as follows for power-off

.———— .— . .._ ..— —_
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The degee of accuracy obtained for computed power-on drag coeffi-
cients was based mainly on the ac’curacywith which-the thrust of the
rocket motors was computed, since the absolute values of the thrust were
four to six tties greater than those of the drag for all models tested.
A maximum probable error of *1O pounds of thrust was estimated for the
technique used in obtaining absolute values of flight thrust. This cor-
responds to an error (due to thrust alone) in power-on drag coefficients
of *0004 at M . O.% and *0.03 at M = 1.150 for model 1. It is felt,
based upon past experience, that the”level of measured exper-ntal data
is better than that which the maximum probable error indicates.

RESUUS AND DISCUSSION

The Mach number range covered by these flight models was frmu 0.83
to 1.70. The Reynolds number, based on body length, varied from

25.25 x 106 to 59.70 x 106 for power-off period and from 28.7 x 106

to 59.00 x 106 for power-on period as shown in figure 5. The range of
Reynolds number covered by both models indicates that the boundary layer
near the base was turbulent.

The variation of total-drag coefficient, base-dr& coefficient, and
base-pressure coefficient (for power-off and power-on) and jet static-
pressure ratio with free-stresm Mach nuniberare presented in.figures 6.
and 7 for models 1 and 2, respectively. The motor static-pressure cell
of model 2 did not function properly in flight, hence, the power-on drag
coefficient and jet static-pressure ratio curves for this model were not
obtained.

JUIestimated Pj/Po curve shown in figure 7(c) was obtained from

preflight test results and knowledge of the power-on duration of the
turbojet simulator of model 2 in flight. Based on the method used, it
felt that the estimated curve is within 5 percerrtof the actual curve.

is
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0
Total Drag

interference effects on body drag of model 1 resulted in lower
drag coefficient values throughout the flight-test Mach number

range. Between M = 0.92 and M = 1.00, the reduction in drag is greater
than the reduction at the low supersonic speeds. At the low supersonic
speeds, the reduction in drag is appro-tely equal to the magnitude of
the difference of base drag fran power-off to power-on whereas, at the
lower speeds, the difference that exists is greater than the change in
base drag alone. It is felt that positive pressure increments acted on
part of the boattailto cause this noted reduction in drag at the lower
speeds (M = o.g2to 1.(X)). This same effect has been noted in refer-
ences 5, 6, and 9.

The effect on total drag of varying the jet static-pressure ratio
is illustrated in figure 8(a) which compares power-off and power-on total-
drag coefficients of model 1 with model 2 of reference 6. The power-off
total-drag coefficient curve presented in this plot was obtainedby
avera~g @off of the present models and model 2 of reference 6.

Model 2 of reference 6 had the ssme external configuration as the present
test models, but differed in jet pressure ratio and henceforth will be
referred to as reference 6 in the text and plots. The jet static-pressure
ratio of model 1 varied from 1.83 at M = O.gO to 2.4o at M = 1.15,
while reference 6 was rehtively constant at 3.7o throughout its test
Mach number range. Thus, it is indicated that increasing the jet static-
pressure ratio appears to decrease the total drag coefficient.

Base-Pressure and Base-Drag Coefficients

Coefficients of base pressure for the power-on phases remain positive
(inthedirection of thrust) throughout thetest Mach number range whereas,
the power-off base-pressure coefficients are positive below M = 1.00
and then become negative throughout the rest of the test Mach nuniberrange
as can be observed in figures 6(b) and 7(b) for models 1 and 2, respec-
tively. As shown in figures 6(a) and 7(a) for models 1 and 2, coefficients
of base drag for power-off smd power-on show the same trend. It should be
noted in these plots that the base-drag coefficients were computed using
the
the
the

and

exposed area of the base. For example, during the power-off phase -
entire base area was exposed, whereas during the power-on phase only
annulus area (base-minus-jetarea) was e~osed.

Reference 6 showed a somewhat greater difference between power-on
power-off base-drag coefficients than the present test models. This

difference was probably due to the difference in jet static-pressure
ratios. Figure 8(b) compares power-off and power-on base-pressure.coef-
ficients of models 1 and 2 with reference 6. This comparison illustrates

.—
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the effects of
coefficients.

varying the jet static-pressureratio on base-pressure
The lower jet static-pressureratio of models 1 and 2

7

resulted in lower positive values.of base-pressure coefficients.

In order to show the separate effects of Mach number an?ljet static-
pressure ratio on the power-on base-pressure coefficients the data have
been cross plotted in figure 9. Figure 9 shows the variation of power-on
base-pressure coefficient with jet static-pressureratio for three con-
stant Mach numbers and the variation with free-stream Mach nuniberfor
three constant jet-static-pressureratios. It is indicated fiomthese
plots that power-on base-pressure coefficients not only beccme less posi-
tive with decreasing pressure ratio, as observed above, bti also have a
tendency to become less positive with supersonic Mach nunibers.

CONC!IUSICNS

In summarizing the results of the present tests, certain findings
are of particuhr interest. The results obtained fr&mthe two conical
boattail’bodies of revolution over the test Mach nuniberrange of 0.83

to 1.70 and Reynolds number range of ~.~ x 106 to 59.70 x 106 indicated
the folJowing:

1. For the jet static-pressure ratios tested, the effect of the jet
was to reduce the total-drag coefficients throughout the test Mach nuniber
range, with the magnitude of drag reduction increasing with increasing
jet static-pressureratio.

2. Positive values of base-pressure coefficient were measured through-—
out the power-on test Mach nuniberrange.

3. Power-on base-pressure coefficients
reduction of jet static-pressureratios and
sonic Mach nuuibers.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,

became less positive
also tith increasing

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
-y Field, Vs., November 30, 1955.
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TABLE I

COORDINATES ~ PARABOLIC NOSE

[ 1Station measured from fuselage nose

Station, Ordinate,
in. in.

o 0

1 .245

2 .481

4 .923

6 1.327

10 2.019

14 2.558

18 2.942

22 3.173

26 3.250

“

“
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Motor static-pressure orificev

Motor static-pressure tube

L— _____ __
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Rocket combustion

Throat diameter
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‘Igniter [

“ \p}en~~ ~h~mb~r

Base static-pressure tube

Model Throat Exit
Number Diameter Diameter

Section A-A

Figure 2.- Cross section of typical turbojet sixmi@br.
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Figure 4.- Variation of Mach number with time.
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Figure 5.- Veriation of Reynolds number with Wch number for nmlels tested.
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(b) Base-pressure coefficient.
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Figure 6.-
and jet
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(c) Jet pressure ratio.

Total and base
pressure ratio
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drag coefficient,base-pressure coefficient,
as a function of free-stream Mach number.
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(a) Total @d base drag coefficient.

.

(b) Ease-pressure coefficient.

(c) Estimated jet pressure ratio.

Total_and base drag coefficients,base-pressure coefficient,
imated jet pressure ratio as a function of free-stream Mach
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(c) Jet pressure ratio.

Comparison of total drag coefficients,base-pressure coefficients
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